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　　With the popularity of Chu Chuan, the writers and anchors began to shrink in order to see the results.

However, even if the contraction is reduced, the plot after the nine secluded stage is actually edited in a

mess. The audience reluctantly saw the ending, but with the drag and drop of the plot can be guessed,

the whole TV show will end in the end, the effect will not be very good.

　　Sure enough, last night’s finale was a lot of viewers, and the TV screen stopped abruptly, saying

that the good beauty king? Where is Xiao Ce Xiao Qi Xiao Ba going? Also, from the first episode to the

last episode, Yuwen Gongzi jumped over the ice lake game over? Look at the audience's spit, full of

resentment. However, the editor of this article has to say that this is obviously to pave the way for the

second part. Such a screenwriter is really sad!

　　"Chu Qiao Chuan" Chu Qiao's other side of the flower reappears, Chu Qiao's body inside the ice hail

has finally achieved great success, Chu Qiao finally remembered all the things. However, the first part of
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Chu Qiao’s biography ended in a big end, although in the first part, Yu Wenzhao sank into the ice lake,

Chu Qiao and Yan Yan broke, leaving a large number of suspense.

　　The second part of the "Chu Qiao Biography" is an inevitable trend. The stars are more than

sorrowful tonight. Lin update said in Weibo: I will finally tell you, I don't know whether it is goodbye or

farewell.

　　And Chu Qiao Chuan Bo forwarded Weibo said: We do not say goodbye. Prove that you want to

shoot the second part, but this original class is hard to get together. Due to the drag of the first part of

the plot, the main line blur caused many viewers to disappoint the TV series.

　　This drama is really too abused. I thought that the latter would be more and more sweet. The most

beautiful part of the whole drama was the beginning of Qingshanyuan. In the face of such an ending, I

finally know why Yu Wenzhao is going to call the ice scorpion. The title of Yu Wenzhao has long

predicted that Yu Wenyi will freeze into a hail.
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　　I thought that in the past, there were no six arrows in the body of Yan Yu, and there was no such

thing as the ice scorpion. It’s only two arrows to worship, and say a good male aura. In the end, there is

still a broken flower. According to the routine, it should not be the awakening of the female lord. Can the

release of the seal release the power of the flood?... Hey, jumped... The month of July is dead, then who

will hit the ice to save the son, how is the second? What about the round?

　　The large female inspirational legendary costume drama "Chu Qiao Chuan" starring Zhao Liying, Lin

Xin, Dou Yu and Li Wei has ushered in the finale. On the second part of "Chu Qiao Chuan", online news

continues, recently online biography "Chu Qiao Chuan 2" cast confirmed that Angela baby will replace

Zhao Liying as Chu Qiao, and Wang Baoqiang's ex-wife Ma Rong starred in the corner. real or fake?
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　　"Chu Qiao Chuan" only took two-thirds, and one more point is that the second part is needed to

shoot. Therefore, "Chu Qiao Chuan 2" is about to start shooting! But everyone is most concerned about

the lineup! Net explosion baby will replace Zhao Liying in "Chu Qiao Chuan 2", Lin updated that if Zhao

Liying withdraws, he will not star in, strength to face! The editor of this article also feels that the first step

is already very good. If the second part is not played well, it is a very stressful thing. If you pick it up, it’s

really hard to say whether it will be self-defeating and make yourself fall. Destroyed once.

　　Not to mention that the plot has been edited in a mess, Zhao Liying and Lin updated the acting skills

have been affirmed by everyone, so if the second part does not find the original team, I believe that

viewing will be much worse than the first.
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2017年8月2日 20:01提筆寫憂傷落筆映惆悵  [山东省济南市网友]

网上都在传杨颖演楚乔，如果真的有第二部而且是杨颖演楚乔，不论男主是谁有多么帅我都不会看的。直接看原著了，还
不用看杨颖烂到掉渣的演技。只要不是杨颖，谁演都无所谓，只要演技好，长得好就行。

 回复  2   

2017年8月2日 17:19折翼  [河南省平顶山市网友]

不是原班人马铁定不看

 回复  1   
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